Paula Crown covers Rockefeller Center with
positive thoughts
Giulia Guido · 1 day ago · Art

We need positive messages, little phrases that make our days better. This is the idea
behind the latest project by American artist Paula Crown
Crown, who presented “EMANARE”
on 7 September.
It is an interactive work installed at the Rockefeller
Center
Center: giant screens have been placed on the street
level so that every day thousands, indeed millions, of
people walk past.
But what do these screens project? Phrases and
motivational messages that anyone can send by going to
the project website or framing the dedicated QR code.

On delicate, colourful backgrounds taken from Paula Crown’s own paintings, dozens and
dozens of phrases are layered, united and merged endlessly. “The best view comes after
the hardest climb“, “The future is in our hands“, “Make your dream your reality” are just
some of the thoughts that the citizens wanted to share with everyone else.

“In these disorienting times, how can we utilize positive and contemplative intentions to
affect energy in the world? By engaging with affirmative ideas, I invite the viewer to add
their positive emanation as an act of unity via collective activation – solo together.” – Paula
Crown

Words by Giulia Guido

Source: https://www.collater.al/en/paula-crown-emanare-rockefeller-center-installation/

Keith Fleck combines logos and American
geography
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Every American state has a globally known company that has become a symbol of that
state. Just think of Facebook, Amazon or Coca-Cola, but also smaller, lesser-known
companies such as Regions, Coors or Cabela’s.
Seattle-based designer Keith Fleck created The Corporate States of America by
combining a passion for logos and geography.
For each American state, Keith looked for the best-known company and started working on
the logos, transforming them into the logos of the states. In practice, the yellow M of
McDonald’s becomes the symbol of Illinois, Oregon appears above the Nike swoosh in the
brand’s classic bold font, and the purple and orange of the FedEx logo divide the word
Tennessee into two.

About the research and work Keith Fleck commented: “It was challenging because some
states have many familiar and iconic brands, whereas in other states I had to dig a little
deeper to find local celebrated companies.”
We’ve selected a few, to discover them all visit the project website.
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Words by Giulia Guido

Nature has secrets in Marie Larrivé’s paintings
Tommaso Berra · 2 mins ago · Art
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There must be a stargate, hidden between some stacks in the middle of the sea, which
leads to extraterrestrial landscapes, where people live perpetually backlit, objects do not
have the color with which we remember them on earth and the sky is a mystery, as before
an apocalypse.
This alternative plan is painted by Marie Larrivé
Larrivé, a French painter and illustrator who has
experimented with narrative languages, animating characters immersed in tall and
threatening plants, while watching volcanoes erupt from afar, and fiery sunsets.

The acrylics and watercolors with irregular fields recall Hopper’s stillness, with a different
symbolic sense of nature, more endangered, more mysterious. The nature described by
Marie Larrivé has secrets that she seems to share only with the characters in her
illustrations, in an atmosphere of suspension and ambush in which the figures are isolated
and suspicious.
Noir-Soleil
Noir-Soleil, the artist’s latest animated movie, also uses the mystery and disquiet of the

landscape to tell a family story in which there are voluntary narrative gaps that a father and
daughter do not share with each other, creating a tension that is as unreal as it is
unjustified. The Gulf of Naples and the stacks contrast with a sea that looks like primordial
soup, blue, then pink and atomic green. The nature Marie Larrivé describes has secrets,
but her drawings are beautiful.
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